The Problem with Sugar-Free Cake

The problem with sugar-free cake is that we have cut out something essential in the process, sugar, she said.

"It's all about the texture. Sugar helps hold the cake together," she explained. "Without it, the cake is too crumbly and falls apart easily." She also noted that sugar-free cakes require special ingredients and techniques, which can add to the complexity of the recipe.

"Sugar isn't just a sweetener," she continued. "It's a crucial ingredient that helps give cakes their structure and moisture. Without it, the cake will be dry and tasteless." She went on to explain that sugar-free cakes often lack the same flavor and aroma as traditional cakes.

"Sugar-free cakes can be a great option for those who are trying to cut back on sugar, but they can be tricky to make," she said. "It's important to follow the recipe exactly and use the right ingredients to get the best results."
Most students are familiar with being "bored" in class, but with an increased number of students taking four or more years to earn a bachelor's degree, the term may be too familiar for students who need more support—according to a recent report.

The report, released by the Education Commission of the States, shows that 33.1 percent of students required five or more years to graduate. The study also indicated that 55.7 percent graduated in five years and 5.7 percent finished in six years. The remaining students took longer to earn a degree or never finished at all.

"We've seen a rise in the number of students who need more support," said the report's author. "This means that we need to be more flexible in how we deliver our education."
Vilsack vetoes 98s spending cap

BY ARNA LORIENZET

Des Moines — Gov. Terry Branstad's signed legislation Thursday to repeal the Surplus Living Trust, saying it has been used to raise taxes in medical emergencies and malpractice cases.

The trust was created in 1998 by the Department of Residential Care Finance Administration to be used to secure services that would help

City man pleas not guilty in ring theft

An Iowa City police officer was arrested on February 19, 2004, by the City Council after a judge ruled that the state had

City snow dumping irks motel

BY ARNA LORIENZET

The city snow dumping is causing a lot of concern for the owners of an aviation-therese-hotel who claim that the snow is melting onto their property.

The city council met on Monday, February 17, 2004, and agreed to a resolution to limit snow dumping to 5 a.m. - 6 a.m. daily.

The motel owner, Kevin Skarlov, said that the snow is melting onto his property and making it difficult for guests to access their rooms.

Skarlov said that the city council should be more considerate of the motel's needs and work with them to come up with a solution.

The city council agreed to look into the matter and try to find a solution that works for everyone.
Lawmakers float education proposal

Even with a proposed increase in state revenue, some Iowa school districts may not receive new money.

**By David Pittman**

In a speech last month, Iowa Gov. Terry Branstad asked lawmakers to consider allowing more gambling to help fund public education. But House Republicans say that's not enough.

"What we're trying to do is make sure we're providing for our students, our teachers," said House Speaker Rep. Mark Smith, R-Des Moines. Smith said the Republican majority would like to see more money for public education.

The House has already passed legislation that would allow casinos to be converted to horse tracks, and the Senate passed a bill that would allow two more riverboat casinos. The House and Senate bills would allow more money to be spent on education, but the House bill would also allow casinos to be converted to horse tracks.
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Comcast puts Disney CEO on hot seat

BY GARY GENTILE

ORLANDO, Fla. — Disney chief executive Michael Eisner, whose job was in jeopardy Thursday, either cast a new offer for the company from Comcast or, from his own board minutes, was acting like a man trying to appease unhappy investors.

Eisner, speaking after two days of upbeat presentations to analysts at Walt Disney World, was asked Thursday about possible acquisitions, his managers on Thursday and media and his own think tank's necessity for Disney to partner with another company to gain better distribution for its films, television shows and other products.

“There are great distribution opportunities,” Eisner said. “There are great content companies. They can come together, but they don’t have to be together. We feel we’re running a pretty good company as is.”

His optimistic attitude came from comments by the same analysts that after two decades of running Disney, Eisner could think of an unwelcome surprise. “There is a surprise,” Eisner quipped. “There is a surprise.”

Eisner has survived numerous calls for his ouster over the past three years, but the unsolicited offer from Comcast — $54 billion when announced Wednesday — brings a new kind of attention.

Eisner said he would leave his job just as he is recommending to critics of his combative approach to his job: “It’s my money away at the Bellagio.”

Eisner was hired at a time when Disney faced its last takeover attempt — from corporate raiders who wanted to break up the then-tiny theme park and movie company.

Roy E. Disney, Walt’s nephew and Roy Disney’s board needs to decide if the company is better off without him, analysts said. “It’s the $64,000 question,” David Miller, an analyst at Sanders Morris Harris said on Thursday. “I’m better off gunning my money away at the Bellagio.”

Eisner was hired at a time when Disney faced its last takeover attempt — from corporate raiders who wanted to break up the then-tiny theme park and movie company.

Eisner’s board End Walt Disney’s hired by Ron Miller said, at the urging of Walts nephew Roy E. Disney, fired Eisner and named Warner Bros. executive Frank Wells.

WASHINGTON (AP) — A National Guardsman was arrested Thursday and charged by the Army with attempting to give intelligence to Al Qaeda. The military said.

Army Lt. Col. Stephen G. Anderson, a tank crew member from the 1st Armored Brigade at Fort Lewis, in an Army base near Tacoma, Wash., is being held at Fort Lewis, the Forest Hill County reported Thursday.

Anderson is a tank crew member of the 1st Armored Division’s 1st Armored Brigade, a 4,000-member unit that is part of the Medina Division. It is the biggest division in the Washington Army National Guard, the military reported.

The brigade has been training at Fort Lewis since November and is one of the largest combat units in the Army, the military said. They are on maneuvers in California and Arizona.

Frank Wells.
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Human embryos cloned

**BY RICK WEISS**

Scientists, ethicists, and politicians reiterated Thursday to摘要 the implications of the exce

The South Korean researchers had made the world's first cloned human embryos — and had isolated from one of them a colony of highly pristine stem cells, which scientists believe have great potential in medicine.

The researchers debated whether Thursday's online publication of the experiments provided a "breakthrough" for the biotechnology scientists who might use the data to make cloned babies. Some contended that the human cloning is not easily be taken from the laboratory to the clinic.

Speaking at a scientific meeting in Seattle, the South Korean scientists also provided previously undisclosed details about their experiments, mentioning that their behavior had been watched closely and that they did use donor cells — a fact that would answer a question that ethicists have long debated.

Perhaps the biggest question swirling in the wake of Thursday's announcement was how to make the promise of cloned babies a fact, and the second question that ethicists have long debated is whether they can use the data to make cloned babies.

Some experts would consider such research to be unethical, in part because of everything from the interests that many scientists see in their own work, to the ethical questions that come with cloning humans.

"I think it's a bit premature, but we're all very excited," said Robert Lanza, a scientist at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. "They've really hit on the magic recipe."
Regents may delay tuition decisions

**NEWS**

Tempers roiled in marriage debate

BY JENNIFER PETERSON

BOTH—After 10 hours of heated debate, tempers boiled over in the midst of the Massachusetts Legislature's latest attempt at a compromise on civil-unions legislation. The long session, which included heated exchanges and frequent calls for order, ended with a vote to delay action on the bill until the next legislative session.

The bill, which would have granted same-sex couples the legal rights and protections of marriage, was defeated in the Senate last week. The House had already passed a similar measure, but the Senate's rejection upended the prospects of a compromise on the issue.

Sen. Eileen Daily, a Republican who co-sponsored the bill, said the delays were necessary to allow time for the House and Senate to consider the matter more carefully.

"There's a lot of work to be done," Daily said. "We need to make sure we have a bill that's fair to everyone."
The budget cuts are terrible. We are literally hemorrhaging and can ask feebly for any more without compromising already-funded programs. At one time, nations recognized the value of a strong military and spent billions on defense. But now, we are unable to fund even the basic necessities of life. It is time for a new way of thinking and a new approach to funding. We must prioritize our budget and allocate resources accordingly.

The real John Kerry

There has been much too much fuzziness and muddling about the 'War on Terror.' Kerry has not been aboard, and has blindfolded us to the truth.

Only one worthy aide to this story

When I recently approached my local bookstore, I asked about the book that everyone was talking about. The book in question was by John Kerry. I was surprised to hear that no one had actually read it. They all seemed to think that it was just another political ploy to gain votes. I decided to take a look for myself.

The book was filled with facts and figures, supported by detailed research. It was clear that Kerry had done his homework. I was impressed by the depth of his knowledge and his passion for the issues he discussed. I would definitely recommend this book to anyone interested in politics. It is a must-read for anyone who values the truth and wants to make informed decisions.
Wit, corpses & Beach Boys

BY PETER MADSEN

Three young artists were sitting at a table in the Double Bowl, waiting. Meanwhile, a young man holding a camera stood behind them to take a photo of their work. They were at the Iowa City art show, Aquila's Card, opening tomorrow from 6-9 p.m. at the Prairie Home & Galleries, 211 N. Linn St.

"So tell me about the show," said the young man, who was wearing a wide-eyed runt of a costume with bulging biceps and a Harvard student tattoo, keeping his eyes on two kittens with kitten skeletons, kitten skeletons all newly made art. He was saying it while he was about to do a self-portrait with a heart-shaped black and red sonnet.

Another painting, Subtle Death Tilt, is a generational portrait of a woman's body at 60, shimmery, still nude, still the same.

Once, the young man said: "It know it sounds sardonic, but I don't mean to say that I'm a Harvard student. I just mean to say that I'm a Harvard student who has a sardonic, generational portrait of a woman's body at 60, shimmery, still nude, still the same."

Another painting, Subtle Death Tilt, is a generational portrait of a woman's body at 60, shimmery, still nude, still the same.

Between sips of tea, she said: "It know it sounds sardonic, but I don't mean to say that I'm a Harvard student. I just mean to say that I'm a Harvard student who has a sardonic, generational portrait of a woman's body at 60, shimmery, still nude, still the same."

Aquila Theatre Company

Othello

Aquila's "productions have a sardonic, irreverent edge that pushes to interpretations to the precipice."

--The New York Times

ARTS

Bullcock squares

Hasty award

University, Iowa, 1997-98

Achilles Sanders Bullcock II, star of the show, talks about his paintings, his friends, his past, and his future. He was born in 1957 and has been collecting art his whole life. He has been the most interesting person in the world this year.

This is not a show dedicated to the hard work of the arts. It is not a show dedicated to the hard work of the arts. It is not a show dedicated to the hard work of the arts. It is not a show dedicated to the hard work of the arts.
BY JOBY WARRICK
Washington

U.S. inspectors have discovered blueprints for a highly sophisticated enrichment machine used in producing enriched uranium, a finding that would heavily influence the United States' deal with Iran in ongoing nuclear talks.

The blueprints contain instructions for building a type of gas centrifuge known as the P2, a super-efficient machine used in producing enriched uranium, the fuel used in nuclear power plants and a key ingredient in atomic bombs. Iran has already built three diesel of less efficient P1 machines at a formerly secret nuclear facility near the central town of Natanz.

Although some U.S. officials suspect Iran of operating secret enrichment facilities elsewhere in the country, nuclear-agency investigators have found no evidence of such operations.

"This is a significant new capability, but it's something that will come as a shock to people who think Iran's good faith, " said one European diplomat who asked not to be identified by name.

Inspectors find blueprints for new Iranian nuclear program

BY JOBY WARRICK
Washington

U.S. officials John Abizaid, the commander of all U.S. forces in the Middle East, escaped injury in a gun battle on Thursday in Fallujah, Iraq.

Abizaid will brief Adnuns fully next week what he thinks will be a strong case for a new administration's official policy in Iraq and of Egypt. Last month in support of Brahimi's statement on the meeting, the commander of the 82nd Airborne Division who was also in the convoy, were injured. Following Thursday's meeting between U.N. envoy Lakhdar Brahimi and Grand Ayatollah Ali Sistani, officials at the world body indicated that they may be leaning toward recommending national elections but delaying the vote to choose a new government. But they must be organized in technical, security, and political conditions that give the best chance of peace and stability in Iraq, argues, would be heavily influenced by the United States and perceived as undemocratic. Tens of thousands of his supporters took to the streets in Najaf, officials at the world body refused to comment on the meeting.

In addition to elections, Sistani also has demanded that an elected legislature — rather than the U.S.-chosen Iraqi Governing Council — approve a temporary Constitution still being approved in New York, after meeting in Kuwait this weekend with foreign ministers of nations that voted yes to fully disclose its nuclear program. This is not an indication of a new capability, but something that will come as a shock to people who think Iran's good faith, one Europe-based diplomat who asked not to be identified by name.

In Thursday's attack in Fallujah, west of Bagh-
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Hawkeyes hope to repair broken hearts

BY KELLY BEATON

This Valentine's Day, Bos- ton coach J Robinson and Treasury broker will make their best to avoid heartbreak. And they've already had enough of that on Wednesday night, as their matchup ended in a victory for Robinson and a loss for Robinson's team, the Bruins. The Bruins' 3-0 win over the Hawks means they've clinched the Atlantic Division and are now guaranteed a spot in the NHL playoffs. Meanwhile, the Hawks are now 10 points behind the Bruins in the standings, putting them on the brink of elimination. The Bruins, however, are looking ahead to their next game against the New York Islanders, who they'll face on Saturday. With a win, the Bruins would move closer to clinching a playoff spot and would be one step closer to ending the Hawks' season.
SYLVANEWS | aps focus on performance

The sixth-ranked Hawkeyes continue their competition as they face off against the University of Illinois in the Big Ten Indoor Championships this weekend. "We're going to keep up the pressure," head coach Larry Stephens said. "There is no let-up in the training or competition." The Illinois team has been the home team in the Big Ten for the past three years, and the Hawkeyes are looking to make a strong finish this season. Stephens added that the Hawkeyes are working on improving their performance in the long jump, triple jump, and high jump.

The team has had some impressive performances so far this season. Senior goodbye and team captain Jason Wakenight has been a standout performer. He has been selected for the NCAA indoor meet. Like Lahann and freshman Nikki Graham, Wakenight has been a consistent performer throughout the season. He has improved his times in the 600 with a time of 1:10.31, and has qualified for the NCAA championships. "Ken is looking to step it up this weekend," Stephens said. "I'm going to get him out for the shot put."

The team has been looking to step it up this weekend, as they are ready to compete against some of the top performers in the country. The team has been working hard to prepare for the NCAA championships, and they are ready to show the nation what they are capable of. "This is the last major meet of the season," Stephens said. "We have to make sure that we are doing our best to qualify for the NCAA championships."

Women's track team travels to Ames

After a strong performance at weekend meets, the women's track team is ready to take on the challenge of the upcoming Big Ten Indoor Championships. The team has had some impressive performances so far this season, including two notable performances at the Conference Championship. "I'm happy with the way that we have been running," coach James Grant said. "The teams are working hard to prepare for the NCAA championships." The women's team will be traveling to Ames for this weekend's meet. "We are excited to compete against some of the top performers in the country," Grant said.

Women's softball team starts season

The women's softball team will start their season Saturday at 1 p.m. against the University of Idaho. The team has been working hard to prepare for the season, and they are ready to show the nation what they are capable of. "This is the start of a new season," coach Kathy Kneeland said. "We have been working hard to prepare for this weekend's game." The team has had some impressive performances so far this season, including a win over the University of Oregon. "We are excited to start the season," Kneeland said. "We have been working hard to prepare for this weekend's game, and we are ready to show the nation what we are capable of." The team has had some impressive performances so far this season, and they are ready to show the nation what they are capable of.

Women's tennis team set to take on Georgia Tech

The women's tennis team will have an opportunity to make some noise on the national stage when it hosts Georgia Tech at 4 p.m. Saturday at the University of Iowa Tennis Center. The team has been working hard to prepare for the season, and they are ready to show the nation what they are capable of. "This is the start of a new season," coach David Williams said. "We have been working hard to prepare for this weekend's match, and we are ready to show the nation what we are capable of." The team has had some impressive performances so far this season, and they are ready to show the nation what they are capable of.
American athletes nervous about attending Olympics

The U.S. athletes will get added protection from a special security team assembled through the State Department. Security agents will accompany any group of American athletes entering the Olympics outside of Athens. The list of athletes could be expanded.

Stadler slences Tiger

Kevin Stadler, whose brother Craig Stadler played at Torrey Pines in 1984, is congratulated by his buddy Tuesday after an opening 7-under 65 at the 11th American Express Championship at La Costa Resort in Carlsbad, Calif. Stadler said: "It just shows that you have to be thinking about things. The only way I can win is if I play well."
SPORTS

Unusual parity in Big Ten

WRESTLING

Continued from Page 19
Leisure senior Luke Kramer, an All-American who has been one of the most consistent performers in the NCAA, sends a message to his teammates that they must put in the work to win.

"It's the same old story," Kramer said. "We have to work hard in practice and put in the time to prepare for the matches. We can't be complacent and just expect to win. We have to put in the hard work to get the wins we want.

"We have a lot of talented wrestlers on our team, but we have to be willing to put in the effort to be successful. We have to be willing to take the initiative and take the lead in matches. We can't just rely on our talent to win. We have to work hard to be successful."
**Rise and shine with The Daily Break**

**calendar**

- "Talk of Iowa from the Lone Hand" - "America in the Midnight." 10 a.m., Jan. 20, 2111 Washington, 515-319-0433.
- **Whole Earth Running Festival**
  - 5k Race: 9 a.m., Jan. 13
  - 10k Race: 10 a.m., Jan. 13

**newspaper you need to know**

The U Committee on Paper or Peace talks to educate students on the importance of wise use of our forests. As part of the program, the head of the national news desk of the Associated Press will be there. The students will be given the opportunity to come up with ideas on how to use their knowledge to better their community. More information can be found in the Daily Break. Visit the group website at: http://www.dailybreak.net/paper/mcnewspaper.
NATION
Bonds’ trainer among 4 charged in steroid scheme

A nearly always iealous, on-the-go Bonds’ personal trainer and coach for some of the world’s top track and field stars is among four people charged Thursday with running a steroid-distribution racket that prosecutors say included supplying drugs to others.

A 42-count indictment returned by a grand jury in the San Francisco Bay Area on April 15 charges that Billy Gene Smith Jr., 37, of Nice, Calif., and his co-defendants distributed steroids to customers over the Internet and by mail. Smith is also accused of distributing steroids to customers of the San Francisco-based company, the Steroid Distri

[Content continues with classified ads and personal notices.]
Happy Valentine's Day

Brighten, I would show you how much
I love you but my arms are
not long enough!
Love, Girlfriend

Our couch is red
Our rug is blue
It's a rainbow
Living with you
We love you, Jim!
Melrose Girls

Jennifer
Drew

You're so sweet Bradley,
I love you with all my heart.
- Your Special Lady

Jason
Susi

To the Footprint
of the Seagulls,
We will remember our
first Valentine's Day
being married. forever.
I love you, my
beautiful wife Mandy
May 28, 2003

Heather
Brice

You are the love
of my life now
and forever.
I love you my
Barnacle-Brice

Casci,
Your eyes leveled on me
across whatever table
you've brought me to
That gaze I never forget
The footing irregular
Schedule becomes caprice
Of course foment constant
behind the ranges
You take me there
I love you.
Flat 500

MK –

Happy Valentine's Day
to the Women of
Pi Beta Phi

Love, Jo

Happy Valentine's Day
to My Best Friend!!
Happy Valentine's Day
Love U & eve
Smith

Sunil,
You've Been My
Partner, My Lover,
and My Best Friend!!
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love U & eve
Smith

Kip-
With you, I can let
my hair down. I
can say anything
crazy. I know
you'll catch me
right before I hit
the ground.
Love, ????

PS,
Love U and your sport.

Mandy, Sally, Melissa, & Buffy
send Valentine's greetings.
Drew says you've his
Valentine. Will you be mine?
Love, Ph.

Matt
Marissa

Happy Valentine's Day!
I love you so much!
Hugs & Kisses
Love Always,
Marissa

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
DELTA ZETAS!

Happy Valentine's Day
and Happy Two Year
Anniversary!
I love you,
Lovie

Happy Valentine's Day
Love You so much!
Hugs & Kisses
Love, Lovie

Happy Valentine's Day
to the Women of
Pi Beta Phi

Love,
Levi

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
STEVE

Sorority Dodgers,
Hello from Miami,
 корпусаuss – G

To My Cowboy,
The best one ever.
Love,
Your Magnificent
Sweetie,

To Steve,
Happy Valentine's Day
Sweetie. You
are my
sunshine and
I love you.

Steve

Valentine's Day
Steal
I love you,
Sunny Daily

Princess Di, I
love you
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